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photos videos.Q: Why did Mary shoot Captain Kirk, rather than simply report him to Starfleet? In the episode "The Corbomite
Maneuver", Captain Kirk has accidentally let his crewmember, Mary, fall to her death. Mary has no proper medical training,

and Starfleet regulations do not allow a person to operate on a fellow crew member, so she is doing what she must. In the
meantime, though, the ship is boarded by two pirates. They offer to spare her life and then the two officers in charge imprison

her, but when she later escapes, she shoots one of the pirates in the back of the head. Why didn't Mary contact Starfleet
Command and explain the situation, including the fact that the pirates will probably kill her and her comrade? A: In the episode
"The Corbomite Maneuver" Mary falls from the bridge of the Enterprise-B to a vessel controlled by Kaliks. From the episode

transcript: KALI: I will allow you to live as long as you do not try anything with your laser. MARY: I don't know what you
mean. KALI: You are a Federation citizen, right? MARY: That's right. KALI: Then you are allowed to try and use your weapon.
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MARY: It's a lie. KALI: You're a doctor, right? MARY: I am a physician. KALI: That's what I thought. As well as being the end
of the episode, this scene is used to highlight Mary's character. An apparently intelligent and honourable woman, she is in love

with a man who is not her husband and seems to be having an affair with Lt. Spock. She is trapped aboard the Kaliks ship,
where she is being manipulated by evil men, and the only way to escape is to commit an act of treachery. This doesn't

necessarily mean that she intended to betray her shipmate because the episode isn't giving any of the information it could to
make a judgement. But she is intelligent enough that she must have had a choice edd6d56e20
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